Narrowing is a way to integrate function evaluation and equality de nition into logic programming. Here we show how this can be combined with the constraint paradigm. We propose a solver for goals with constraints in theories de ned by unconstrained equalities and rewrite rules with constraints expressed in an algebraic built-in structure. The narrowing method reduces the goal solving problem in the whole theory to rewriting and constraint solving in an adequate combined theory. The combined solver is obtained through the combination of a solver in the built-in structure and a solver for the unconstrained equalities. Su cient syntactic conditions are proposed to get a process that enumerates a complete set of solutions.
Introduction
Narrowing provides integration of function evaluation and equality de nition into logic programming 6, 12, 8, 18, 10] . In this work, we show how this can be connected with the constraint paradigm to get a constraint solver on combined algebraic domains and to incorporate built-in structures like integers, booleans, nite elds, Post algebras, matrix rings over nite elds : : :. But in this context, it is needed to combine constraint solving in speci c theories with other function symbols that may be free or may have properties like commutativity and associativity. In 17, 20] , we show how to combine a constraint solver in nite algebras with another uni cation algorithm by extending the techniques used to combine uni cation algorithms. Combination of matching algorithms can be derived in a similar way 21] . Matching and uni cation algorithms in the combination of built-in structures with abstract symbols satisfying equational properties are used to perform rewriting and narrowing with constrained rules, thus leading to a constraint solver in the theory associated to the rewrite system with constraints.
In order to illustrate the kind of theories we want to deal with, let us consider an elementary example. Assume given a built-in algebra A of domain A with sort Nat, built-in functions F 0 = f0; +g and predicates P 0 = f=; >g. Declarations of functions are 0 :7 ! Nat; + : Nat; Nat 7 ! Nat. Declarations of predicates are >: Nat; Nat and =: Nat; Nat. This signature is then enriched by adding function symbols F 1 = fgg where g a binary operation (g : Nat; Nat 7 ! Nat) is commutative i.e. satis es the set C of equalities fg(x; y) = g(y; x)g. In a model that combines these two signatures, the fonction g is axiomatized by a recursive de nition given
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by a set R of two rewrite rules with constraints g(x : Nat; 0) ! x : Nat g(x : Nat + y : Nat; y : Nat) ! g(x : Nat; y : Nat) k y : Nat > 0 This example illustrates the di erent problems to be solved. To compute with these rules, we need to combine constraint solving in the algebra A with uni cation or matching modulo a theory C axiomatically de ned. Here we build a congruence C that takes into account equality in A like 1 = 0 + 1 and commutativity of g. Then for instance, the value of g for arguments (1; 1) is computed as follows: g(1; 1)( C g(0 + 1; 1)) ! R;C g(0; 1) ! R;C 1:
Note that the system does not terminate if the constraint is dropped. Indeed, since any natural x is equal to the natural x + 0, we would have the loop: g(x; 0) C g(x + 0; 0) ! g(x; 0): Then narrowing using R modulo C provides an abstract solver for this theory. But to be complete, termination and con uence in equivalence classes of the rewrite system with constraints must be checked. To achieve con uence, we require the constraints in the rules to be in the built-in language. This is naturally expressed within an order-sorted framework 7, 23] as in 1], where the built-in domain is a subsort of the whole domain of interest. Checking con uence modulo a congruence relation C requires C to be sort-preserving and ! R sort-decreasing. Although these assumptions could be dropped as in 11, 4] , they make proofs easier and are often satis ed in programming in a rewrite rule-based language like OBJ 9, 13] .
To achieve termination, the argument is to nd a well-founded ordering compatible with C , but such an ordering does not always exist. In particular axiomatizations of integers or booleans involve collapse and non-regular axioms that prevent termination of rewriting in equivalence classes modulo C . To avoid any hypothesis on the axiomatisation of the built-in structure, the termination argument in our order-sorted context is based on the fact that a term is structured in levels with either built-in symbols or other function symbols. The number of levels must be preserved by C and must not increase by rewriting. The congruence C is closed under admissible substitutions that do not change the number of levels of a term and solutions for constraint are required to be admissible.
So the paper is built as follows. -Section 2 state the de nition of constraint languages and introduces the three constraint solvers considered in this paper. -In Sections 3 and 4, an algebraic structure is de ned for making precise the domain in which constraint solving is performed. The proposed structure is a quotient algebra using a congruence relation generated by A-equality and equality modulo C. A constraint solver in this structure is built by adapting tools for combining uni cation algorithms. -Thanks to the restricted form of constraints in the original set of rules, the local con uence and coherence of the rewrite relation with constraints can be checked on critical pairs with constraints in Section 5.
-Given a con uent and terminating rewrite relation in congruence classes, narrowing with constraints can be proved correct and complete for solving goals in the theory de ned by the constrained rewrite rules. We thus get another constraint solver based on narrowing which uses both rewrite rules and the previous combined solver. This is developed in Section 6.
All proofs omitted in this paper can be found in 16].
We rst adopt a general de nition of a symbolic constraint language and its solver, and then introduce the di erent constraint languages used in this paper.
Let (S; ) be an ordered set of sort symbols, F be a set of function symbols, P a set of predicate symbols, D be a set of subsort declarations (D S = fs s 0 j s; s 0 2 Sg), function declarations (D F = ff : s 1 : : :s n 7 ! s 0 j s 1 : : :s n ; s 0 2 S; f 2 Fg), and predicate declarations (D P = fp : s 1 : : :s n j s 1 : : :s n 2 S; p 2 Pg). X denotes a set of sorted variables denoted (x : s). An order-sorted signature is given by an ordered set of sorts S, a set of function symbols F, a set of predicate symbols P, and a set of subsort, function and predicate declarations D.
Let A be an (S; F; D S D F )-algebra, whose carrier is denoted by A. T ( ; X) is the free (S; F; D S D F )-algebra over X, whose carrier is the set of terms. The set of variables occurring in a term t is denoted by V(t).
An order-sorted equational theory ( ; E) is given by an order-sorted signature and a set of universally quanti ed equalities E. is a lowest-sorted signature if every -term t has a lowest sort ls(t). ( ; E) is sort-preserving if 8t; t 0 2 T ( ; X); t = E t 0 =) ls(t) = ls(t 0 ). An order-sorted rewrite system ( ; R) is given by an ordersorted signature and a set of universally quanti ed rewrite rules R. ( ; R) is sort-decreasing if 8t; t 0 2 T ( ; X); t ! R t 0 =) ls(t) ls(t 0 ).
These properties are easily decidable and su cient syntactic conditions on the signature are given for instance in 7] .
A rst-order algebraic -structure A is given by -a carrier A which is a collection of non-empty sets (A s ) s2S De nition 1 Let = (S; F; P; D) be an order-sorted signature, X a set of variables, a constraint language L K ; X] (or L K for short) is given by: a set of constraints which are conjunctions of elementary constraints built over and variables X, the empty conjunction > and the unsatis able constraint ?. Constraints are syntactically distinguished by a question mark exponent on predicates.
The set of free variables of the constraint c is denoted V(c).
An interpretation K is an order-sorted -structure given by a domain K and a solution mapping that associates to each constraint the set of assignments Sol K (c) de ned as follows: We also make precise the notions of symbolic solutions and complete sets of In this paper, three di erent constraint languages will be considered:
(1) L A denotes the built-in language, whose syntax is given by an order-sorted signature 0 and a set of variables X 0 . The interpretation is the 0 -structure A. A built-in constraint solver is assumed given for L A .
(2) A combined language L C is an enrichment of L A based on a signature 0 and a set of variables X. Equalities C de ne properties, such as associativity and commutativity, satis ed by newly introduced symbols. The interpretation is aalgebra which is a consistent enrichment of A. It is built as a quotient of the set of -terms by a congruence generated from C and theorems valid in A. Constraints in L C involve constraints c in L A and equations to solve modulo C, but more generally they are conjunctions of constraints built with the same predicates as in L A and terms in the whole enriched signature and variables in X. A constraint solver for L C is built from the constraint solver in L A and from a uni cation algorithm for C by adapting the combination techniques for uni cation algorithms. Typically useful built-in structures are integers, booleans and Post algebras. 4 The combined language The set of alien subterms of t is denoted AST(t).
De nition 6 The number of 1-levels in a term t, denoted by nc 1 (t) is inductively de ned by: nc 1 (x) = 0 if x 2 X, nc 1 (t) = 1 + P s2AST(t) nc 1 (s) if t( ) 2 F 1 else nc 1 (t) = P s2AST(t) nc 1 (s).
Hypotheses
We assume that function symbols from F 1 have properties expressed by a set of 1 -equalities C, such as commutativity and (or) associativity. We now have to consider the combination of two order-sorted equational theories ( 0 ; E 0 ) and ( 1 ; E 1 ), where E 0 is the set of equalities Th(A) valid in A, and E 1 is a set of 1 -axioms.
Both are assumed consistent. Beyond the hypothesis of disjoint function symbols, we also need the hypothesis that new sorts of S 1 are not lower than s and S 0 \ S 1 fs g. This is required to build a conservative extension. With respect to axioms (g = d) in E 1 , we also require several properties, namely to be regular
2 X) and sort-preserving. These hypotheses are needed to work with order-sorted rewriting modulo a congruence relation on terms built on the union of both signatures 0 1 . In order to de ne an interpretation for the combined language, we need to build a congruence relation on T ( ; X) and to de ne the interpretation of predicates.
Congruence on combined terms
The problem is due to the fact that we do not want to put any syntactic hypothesis like regularity or non-collapsing on axioms in Th(A) since the built-in theory must be any theory. But in order to rewrite and perform narrowing modulo this congruence, we need to avoid cycles on equivalence classes. They could appear for instance by application of non-regular or collapse axioms in Th(A) to a term of basic sort but involving symbols from F 1 . Example 1 In the example of the introduction, Th(A) contains the equality on natural numbers x 0 = 0 (non-regular), or x + 0 = x (collapse). The proposed solution is to restrict = E0 E1 so that the top symbol theory and number of 1-levels are preserved in two equivalent terms.
De nition 7 The relation C is de ned by: t C t 0 if t = E0 E1 t 0 , t( ); t 0 ( ) 2 F i X and nc 1 (t) = nc 1 (t 0 ).
It is worth emphasizing that with this de nition no 1-term can be equivalent with C to a 0-term.
Example 2 (Example 1 continued). We have g(x; y) + g(y; z) C g(y; z) + g(x; y), g(x + y; z) C g(y + x; z) but g(x; y) + 0 6 C g(x; y), g(x; y) 0 6 C 0.
Abstraction
Interpretation of predicates needs the notion of variable abstraction which consists of replacing alien subterms by new variables such that equivalent terms are replaced by the same variable. For this purpose, we introduce a convergent rewrite relation ! Rc with the same expressivity as the union of both theories ( 0 1 ; E 0 E 1 ). Let = 0 1 and > be a simpli cation ordering total on T ( X) Our goal now is to build a constraint solver for L C from the built-in solver available for L A and from a uni cation algorithm for E 1 . We rst transform a problem in L C into another one expressed with = E0 E1 , and then extract admissible solutions.
From the de nition of the congruence C , it is easy to check the following facts for two terms t; t 0 and an admissible substitution :
(1) If t( ); t 0 ( ) 2 F i and nc 1 (t) = nc 1 (t 0 ), then (t) C (t 0 ) i (t) = E0 E1 (t 0 ). (2) If t 2 X and nc 1 (t 0 ) 1, then (t) C (t 0 ) i (t) = E0 E1 (t 0 ).
(3) In all other (non-symmetric) cases, there is no admissible s.t. (t) C (t 0 ).
We are now left to solve constraints with respect to the equational theory = E0 E1 .
Combination principles
We recall here what are the main steps for combining two uni cation algorithms or procedures, which requires more than a blind use of each algorithm. The technique 2] is based on the next built-in steps:
(1) Abstraction produces pure constraints in each language by introducing new variables to split terms. These new variables are shared by the two theories and may further be instantiated in both of them. To avoid this problem, all possible choices for instantiating a variable in a theory have to be considered. When a variable is instantiated in E i , it is considered as a constant in E j , j 6 = i. The second problem due to abstraction is that two distinct variables may be introduced that actually denote two equal or equivalent terms. This needs to perform all possible variable identi cations after the abstraction step. A variable identi cation is just a substitution whose range is a set of variables.
De nition 11 An identi cation on a set of variables V is an idempotent substitution such that Dom( ) V and Ran( ) V . The set of all identi cations on V is denoted by ID V .
(2) Solving pure constraints in the related language is obviously correct. For the completeness part, we need the following result proved in 16].
Proposition 2 Let p(t 1 ;: : :; t n ) be a 0-pure atomic constraint and a R c -normalized substitution. Then L C j = p( (t 1 ); : : :; (t n )) , L A j = p( 0 (t 1 ); : : :; 0 (t n )). In this combined language L C , we are now able to solve constraints, in particular equational constraints. Matching and word problem are special instances of equation solving, so they are also available in the combined model we have built. It is now possible to de ne rewriting and narrowing relations. 5 The constrained rewrite language An equational speci cation with built-in constraints contains equalities that are constrained in a built-in language.
De nition 13 A speci cation with a built-in structure A is given by ( ; E; C; L A ) such that: L A is a constraint language whose interpretation is the built-in 0 -structure A, is an enrichment of the order-sorted signature 0 , C is a set of equalities on T ( ; X), E is a set of constrained equalities (l = rkc), where l; r 2 T ( ; X) and c is a constraint in L A . We indeed assume the same hypotheses on , C and L A as in the previous section.
Construction of the interpretation
The -structure associated to a speci cation ( ; E; C; L A ) is an order-sorted term algebra quotiented by a congruence relation that takes into account A-equality, C-equality and the schematization of constrained equalities E. De nition 14 The interpretation M of the speci cation ( ; E; C; L A ) is the quotient algebra T ( ; X)= M where M is the transitive closure ( C SA(E) ) and SA(E) is the smallest congruence relation on T ( ; X) including S A (E).
Constrained rewriting
Assume now that E is oriented into a set R of rewrite rules with constraints.
De nition 15 The relation ! R;C is de ned on T ( ; X) by: t ! R;C t 0 if 9(l ! r k c) 2 R, 9 s.t. t j! C (l), 2 SS C (c), t 0 = t (r)] ! .
Note that the matching problem is solved in the combined language L C . Then is a solution modulo C of the matching problem that instantiates variables in l by -terms.
In order to check validity of the constraint, we have to check that 2 SS C (c).
Note that if we assume that all the constraints c in the rules are built-in, then SS C (c) = SS A (c). Therefore, the relation R;C = ( C ! R;C ) coincides with M if constraints in R are built-in.
De nition 16 A set R of rewrite rules with built-in constraints satis es the following conditions 8(l ! rkc) 2 R: V(l) V(r), ls( (l)) ls( (r)) for any 2 SS C (c), l( ) 2 1 , and variables in V(c) are built-in. Proposition 3 If t ! R;C t 0 then ls(t) ls(t 0 ).
Proof: Consider t j! C (l). Since C is sort-preserving, ls(t j! ) = ls( (l)), and ls( (l)) ls( (r)) because R is sort-decreasing. Hence ls(t) ls(t 0 ) if t 0 = t ! -(r)]. 2
Proposition 4 A built-in term is irreducible with ! R;C .
Proof: Assume that t is a reducible built-in term. So t j! C (l). Since C is collapsefree, (t j! ) 0 = E0 ( (l)) 0 . The term l has a top-symbol in 1 , thus ( (l)) 0 is a variable which does not occur in the built-in term (t j! ) 0 = t j! . Then E 0 would be inconsistent. 2
De nition 17 The relation ! R;C is convergent modulo C if the relation ! R=C de ned as C ! R;C C is terminating and ! R;C ?! R=C C ? R=C .
For this rewrite relation just de ned, the de nitions of con uence, coherence, local con uence and coherence are de ned as usual (see 14]).
Con uence
Con uence and coherence can be checked thanks to the computation of adequate constrained critical pairs and extensions. The sets of constrained critical pairs and extensions of a set of rules R will be denoted respectively by CCP(R) and CCE(R).
Since we assume that any left-hand side of rules in R cannot have a symbol of 0 as top symbol, local coherence with E 0 is always satis ed. For instance in our example, + is an associative commutative symbol in C but there is no need to add associative commutative extensions because no rule in R begins with a + symbol. In the same way, if f 2 1 is associative and commutative, we do not need extensions 
Completeness
The aim is now to prove that given a goal G 0 = (9;; p We have presented a strati ed approach of constraint solving in presence of built-in structures thanks to narrowing and combination techniques. As a particular case we get constrained narrowing modulo an equational theory if the built-in structure is empty. The di culty was to nd the adequate combined constraint solver able to integrate a built-in structure without any assumption on it. The proposed solution is to restrict the form of solutions, which may appear as a limitation, but actually simpli es the complexity of the solver. Constrained narrowing already incorporates a part of strategy in its de nition, since it is essentially another formulation of basic narrowing 19]. How to combine it with various strategies, like innermost or lazy ones, and with normalization is certainly possible and useful in practice. This is an interesting topic for future work.
